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a singularity?
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“The technological singularity (also, simply, the singularity) is the hypothesis that the
invention of artificial superintelligence (ASI) will abruptly trigger runaway
technological growth, resulting in unfathomable changes to human civilization.”
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www.skynettoday.com/content/news/facebook-chatbot-language/
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I’d like the books and the hats
I will take the books and hats

You can have the ball if I can have
everything else

I really need the books and at least one
other object

No can’t do that the ball is not going to
give me anything

Ok, you can have one book and one ball

I need the hats and you can have the rest

If I can have all the books, I can leave you
the rest

Deal

Deal

https://github.com/facebookresearch/end-to-end-negotiator

Great! Thank you!
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i can i i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
balls have zero to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
you i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
balls have a ball to me to me to me to me to me to me to me
i i can i i i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
balls have a ball to me to me to me to me to me to me to me
i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
balls have zero to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
you i i i i i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
balls have 0 to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
you i i i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
balls have zero to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
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compromise0: IPRON willAUX takeVERB theDET booksNOUN andCONJ hatsNOUN
compromise1: YouPRON canAUX haveVERB theDET ballNOUN ifSCONJ IPRON canAUX
haveVERB everythingNOUN elseADJ
stubborn: IPRON getVERB allDET theDET ballsNOUN ?PUNCT
singularity: ballsNOUN haveVERB zeroADJ toADP mePRON toADP mePRON toADP mePRON
toADP mePRON toADP mePRON toADP mePRON toADP mePRON toADP mePRON toPART

H(X )
TTR

compromise0
2.53 (1.16)
0.92 (0.09)

compromise1
2.3 (1.35)
0.94 (0.07)

stubborn
2.59 (0.84)
0.96 (0.09)

singularity
1.62 (0.51)
0.5 (0.27)
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DATA or just data
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A BROADER PERSPECTIVE
– domain knowledge in history, language, literature &c combined with microscopic and
(predominantly) qualitative analysis of human cultural manifestations
– anti-thesis to data-intensive research
– research that solely relies on very few data points, a “myopic” perspective and
human computation
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– the data deluge is transforming knowledge discovery and understanding in every
domain of human inquiry
– knowledge discovery depends critically on advanced computing capabilities

a large subset of these data are soft and unstructured
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“Instead of focusing on a ‘big data revolution,’
perhaps it is time we were focused on an ‘all data
revolution,’ where we recognize that the critical
change in the world has been innovative
analytics, using data from all traditional and new
sources, and providing a deeper, clearer
understanding of our world.”
(Lazer,Kennedy, King & Vespignani 2014)

Figure: Definitions of big data based on an online
survey of 154 global executives in April 2012.1

1 Gandomi, A., & Haider, M. (2015). Beyond the hype: Big data concepts, methods, and analytics. International Journal of
Information Management, 35(2), 137–144.
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applications
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Philosophy|Latent Semantic Variables

– philosphers and sinologists have been debating the existence of mind-body dualism
in classical Chinese philosophy
– with domain experts, latent semantic models was used to identify a hierarchical
dualistic semantic space
– one model (LDA) was further utilized to predict class of origin for controversial texts
slices

Slingerland, E., Nichols, R., Nielbo, K., & Logan, C. (2017). The Distant Reading of Religious Texts: A “Big Data” Approach to
Mind-Body Concepts in Early China. Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 85(4), 985–1016.
Nichols, R., Slingerland, E., Nielbo, K., Bergeton, U., Logan, C., & Kleinman, S. (2018). Modeling the Contested Relationship
between Analects, Mencius, and Xunzi: Preliminary Evidence from a Machine-Learning Approach. The Journal of Asian Studies, 77(01),
19–57.
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digression
Historical Languages|Low-resource Varieties
– the importance of ‘human interference’ is often overlooked in data-intensive research
– text analytics depends critically on existing tools and annotated data
– orthographic variation in historical data represents a challenge, because NLP and
TM resources ‘suffer from presentism’/favors the majority
– projects often try to adapt the tool (ex. modify dictionary to historical data set)
– this solution scales badly due to lack of standardization

For Scandinavian languages we use spelling correction (rule-based and
probabilistic) to normalize historical data, thereby increasing recall considerably.
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Medieval History|Novelty Detection

– historians debate historical transitions
– Saxo’s Gesta Danorum c. 1200 CE
history of the Danish royal dynasty
– transition between book 8 or 9?
– transition point or gradual?
– traditional word-level representation
is ambivalent
– latent semantic model was trained
over sentence windows
– change detection and recurrence plot
used to identify phase transition
centered in book 9
Figure: Cosine distance and KLD for TD
high-rank vector space and guided LDA model
respectively.
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Figure:

Binomial classifier (OCD vs. control) on unseen data.

Figure:

Event logging database annotated with Observer XT for
OCD, comorbid, and control. 1

1 Zor, R., Hermesh, H., Szechtman, H., & Eilam, D. (2009). Turning order into chaos through repetition and addition of elementary
acts in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). World Journal of Biological Psychiatry, 10(4.2), 480–487.
Nielbo, K. L., Fux, M., Mort, J., Zamir, R., & Eilam, D. (2017). Structural differences among individuals, genders and generations as
the key for ritual transmission, stereotypy and flexibility. Behaviour, 154(1), 93–114.
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for text data, deep learning* has become
an increasingly popular technology for
feature engineering
embeddings are trained for all levels of
text representation
– word, sentence, document with topic,
sentiments, POS &c
– distributed representations with semantic
properties
(Copenhagen −Denmark)+Norway ≈ Oslo
(summer − warm) + winter ≈ cold
(dogs − dog ) + cat ≈ cats
– words are similar if they appear in similar
contexts
– embedding encode the distribution of
word contexts under certain conditions
(e.g., window, auxiliary task, topics &c)

www.tensorflow.org
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Rudolph, M., Blei, D. (2017). Dynamic Bernoulli Embeddings for Language Evolution, arXiv 1703.08052
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Media Studies and Cliometrics|Novelty Detection

– change point detection in topicality space applies to “a change in the media tone”
– train model on 200 years of newspapers in a comparative study between DK and NL
– collaboration between historians, media studies and information science with a
predictive scope
24/33

dynamics from text
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Figure: Event counts in the GDELT database
reflect economic and political dynamics

Gao J., Ma M., Liu B., Nielbo K.L., Roepstorff A., Tangherlini T., Roychowdhury V. (in review) Brexit and Trump Presidency: were
they black swan events or inevitable?
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Figure: Computation of local fluctuations, RMS,
around linear, quadratic, and cubic trends.

Figure: Computation of Hurst exponent (H) for
anti-persistent, memoryless and persistent
processes.

for 1/f 2H+1 processes: anti-persistent process: 0 < H < 0.5, short-range correlations
only H = 0.5, and 0.5 < H < 1 persistent process
https://github.com/knielbo/saffine
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History|Predictive Causality & Slow Decay

– historians and media researchers theorize about the causal dependencies between
public discourse and advertisement
– time series analysis of keyword frequencies (from seedlists) indicated that for some
categories ‘ads shape society’, while other categories merely ‘reflect’
– advertisements show a faster decay (on-off intermittant behavior) than public
discourse (long-range dependencies)

Wevers, M., Nielbo, K. L., & Gao, J. (in review). Tracking the Consumption Junction: Temporal Dependencies in Dutch Newspaper
Articles and Advertisements.
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digression
Copyright & Privacy|Data Access and Mobility
Challenges to computationally empowering humanities:
- technical competencies
- interdisciplinary respect and understanding
- epistemology differences
- data access and mobility

Data silos (the true punishment for the fall of man) often originate in“cultural
differences”, not technical or legislative issues
copyright is a bigger challenge than data protection laws
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Literary Studies|Sentiment Analysis
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Figure: sentiment analysis and adaptive filtering
reconstructs narrative vectors that reflect the
reader experience. Particular fractal
scaling-range, 0.6 < H ≤ 0.8, indicates literary
optimality.
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Figure: Author-profiling with time-varying Hurst parameter for lexical variability (entropy). Distinct
periods in an author’s development (Grundtvig).
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EMOTION|Grundtvig

–
–
–
–

early phase: negative affective tone
late phase: positive affective tone
inverse relation → state incongruent writer
emotional state Granger-causes creative state → dostoyevskian trope
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THANK YOU
knielbo@sdu.dk
knielbo.github.io
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